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The Changes Dogs and Cats Need in Order to Live as Homeless Pets 

Dogs and cats need many changes in order to live as homeless pets. They need to learn 

to find their own food and shelter. Such as for cats, they can hunt for mice or find leftover food 

people leave behind. Dogs do some of the same things. They find leftover food in the streets 

and sometimes they have to kill other animals for food if they get really hungry. 

In order to find shelter, sometimes dogs and cats will use cardboard boxes, blankets and 

other things just for warmth. Any good things reusable for street animals to use is most times 

used for shelter and food. Some things are not safe for animals to use or eat like sharp glass or 

spoiled food that is rotting or rotten. An animal that is homeless, but can find a place to stay is 

called rogue, or animals that don’t stay in one place for a certain amount of time. They are 

almost always moving to a new place to find food or somewhere to stay for a few days. 

If at one time dogs and cats can’t find food, they have to get used to being hungry. If the 

animal goes hungry for too long it will probably die. So the animal has to know the best place to 

find food. They also need to know when in one area, what the best way is to get around. If it 

can figure it out, it will be prepared for what comes next. 

  So if the dogs and cats can do these things: find food, shelter, can find a good way 

around in a certain area, being smart of what to do and what not to do, and getting used to 

different things, those dogs and cats out there will have a good chance of survival. 
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